[Anti-inflammatory and analgesia effects of electroacupuncture device of point injection on rats of inflammatory pain].
To explore the anti-inflammatory and analgesia mechanism of electroacupuncture (EA) device of point injection (PI) on rats of inflammatory pain. 48 Sprague Dawley (SD) rats were randomly assigned into a control group, a model group, an EA+PI group, an EA device of PI (EAPI) group, an EA group and a PI group, eight rats in each one. The rats in the control group were subcutaneously injected with 50 μL of liquid paraffin oil solvent into the dorsum of left hindpaw, while rats in the remaining groups were treated with 50 μL of complete freund's adjuvant (CFA) at identical location to induce the model of inflammatory pain. After model establishment, the rats in the EA+PI group, EAPI group, EA group and PI group were treated with EA+PI,EA device of PI, EA and PI, respectively, once every other day (the 2nd day, 4th day and 6th day). Each treatment was given for 30 min. The mechanical withdrawal threshold, thermal withdrawal threshold and foot swelling before and 1 d to 6 d after model establishment were observed; the western blotting method was applied to measure IL-1β expression in inflammatory tissue of skin. After model establishment, compared with the control group, the mechanical withdrawal threshold and thermal withdrawal threshold were reduced (all P<0.05) and the foot swelling was increased in the rest groups (all P<0.05). After treatment, the mechanical withdrawal threshold and thermal withdrawal threshold in the EAPI group were significantly increased compared with those in the EA+PI group, EA group and PI group (all P<0.05), but the foot swelling was reduced (all P<0.05). The IL-1β expression in the model group was higher than that in the control group (P<0.05); after treatment, the IL-1β expression in the EAPI group was lower than that in the model group, EA group and PI group (all P<0.05), but no significantly different from that in the EA+PI group (P>0.05). The efficacy of EA device of PI on inflammatory pain is superior to EA combined with PI, EA alone and PI alone, which is suitable for further popularization and application.